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INFILTRATIONGAME.UDK 
Quick-Start document 

Installation 

This map was build with UDK-2012-07 (July 2012). You have to install UDK July 2012 or later (download UDK 

versions here). Uncompress InfiltrationGame.zip into C:\UDK-XXXX-XX\UDKGame\Content\Maps. 

Play the map “In Editor”: 

1. Run “UDK Editor” from start menu 

2. Open the map (File -> Open) 

3. Play in Editor (F8) 

Play the map “In Game”: 

1. Run “UDK Game” from start menu 

2. On main menu, press “TAB” to open the console, and enter the command “open InfiltrationGame” 

This map does not require any package or script compilation to work. 

Objective 

The player has to abduct a hostage infiltrating his way through a well defended house. He first needs to access 

the room where the hostage is located then get back to his starting point in order to free him. The hostage is 

too weak to walk so the player will need to carry him on the way back. 

This level may take place in a medieval / Renaissance environment. Guards will use ranged weapons like bows, 

crossbows or basic fire weapons (pistols, rifles). 

 

http://www.unrealengine.com/udk/downloads/
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Controls 

Primary Attack  LEFT MOUSE BUTTON 

Click Left Mouse Button to swing your sword. Primary attacks will kill an enemy in 2 or 3 blows. 

Jump   SPACE 

You can also double-jump by pressing Spacebar two times. 

Crouch   C 

Crouching allow you to move through narrow paths and hide yourself behind covers.  

Use   E 

Trigger various interactions with environment. 

Sneak Attack  LEFT CONTROL 

Hold Left Control to perform a Sneak Attack. Sneak attacks will kill an enemy in 1 blow but will not work if you 

are spotted by the target. 

 

Ghost Power  RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON 

Click Right Mouse Button to create a ghost at your current location. Then hold Mouse Right Button to teleport 

yourself to the ghost (the ghost is destroyed in the process). You can cancel teleportation by releasing the 

mouse button before being teleported. You can have only 1 ghost at the same time. 
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Infra Vision  LEFT SHIFT 

Hold Left Shift to see enemies position through walls and obstacles. You cannot move while you are holding 

Left shit. 

 

Carry Hostage  B 

Press B when you are close to the hostage to pick him up and carry his body. Press B again to drop the body on 

the ground. You cannot jump while carrying a body. 

 

Notes 

 Remember to switch your keyboard in QWERTY mode. 

 Your health slowly regenerates when you are not damaged. 

 A red flag shows the location of your next objective. You can see this red flag through walls and obstacles. 

 The first room is a puzzle: you have to timely use your “Ghost” ability to cross the gate. 

 You cannot jump while you are carrying the hostage. So remember to use your “Ghost” ability to reach 

inaccessible places. 

 The window at the 2
nd

 floor of the house can be opened from this inside. 

 You can also use your “Ghost” ability to avoid fighting when you get spotted. 

 You can press “TAB” to open the console and enter the “show volumes” command to see enemies’ 

detection triggers. 


